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SEMINAR NEWS

The luncheon seminar on Tuesday, Aug. 19 will be given by ALLEN HERRE from the University of Iowa. His subject: Sex Ratio Adjustment in Fig Pollinating Wasps.

ARRIVALS & DEPARTURES

August 18 - Arriving, LEONEL STERNBERG, from the University of Miami on a short-term visitor appointment. He will be at BCI until Aug. 29.

August 18 - Arriving, JAIME CAVELIER, from the Universidad de Los Andes, Venezuela, on a short-term fellowship to study the hydric relationship between a cloud forest and a humid lowland forest. He will be on BCI until Oct. 5.

August 20 - Arriving, EMILIO HERRERA, from Oxford University, on an SI postdoctoral fellowship to study the social behavior and ecology of the Panamanian capybara. He and his wife, MARIA ELENA, will be staying in Gamboa for one year.

August 20 - Arriving, ELDERGE BERMINGHAM, Northwest & Alaska Fisheries Center, to work at Naos on using the mitochondrial DNA of species pairs to test the molecular clock. He will be staying until Sept. 21.

August 20 - Arriving, SUSAN COOPER, from the University of Minnesota, to study the causes of grouping behavior in the coatis. She will be on BCI until Dec. 5.

August 22 - Arriving, STEVE HUBBELL with DR. MATHAI KOCHEMMEN and ENG SENG QUAH, both from Malaysia. They are here to visit the tree-mapping project on BCI.

HILDA RAMOS and LILY CASTELL, from the Fundacion Los Roques in Venezuela, will be arriving this week to assist Dr. Nancy Knowlton in San Blas.

August 16 - Leaving, DON WINDSOR, on home leave to Indiana for one month.

BON VOYAGE

Congratulations and a fun year to GEORGINA DE ALBA who will be going to England on August 16 on administrative leave. She will be joining her family there, and at the same time will be getting her masters in public administration from the London School of Economics on a Webb Fellowship. We look forward to her return in September of next year.

PERSONNEL NEWS

As previously announced, the Institution is looking for a replacement for the Budget Analyst position. Candidates should submit their CV or 171 form to the Personnel Specialist, Carmen Sucre.

Como se habia anunciado previamente, el Instituto esta buscando un reemplazo para la posicion de Analista de Presupuestos. Las personas interesadas deben entregar sus CVs o formularios 171 a Carmen Sucre.

OTILIA PEREZ from the Tivoli Office was hospitalized this week. We all wish her a rapid recovery.

BOOKS FOR SALE

The STRI mini-book store has a new book for sale: Estudio Etnografico sobre el Grupo Teribe - $6.00

NEW ANTENNA

The marine lab at Galeta now has a new antenna in order to facilitate radio communication.

TELEPHONE UPDATE

Not previously announced: 52-6188 - 28-4465 Naos Shop

NEW NOTES FELLOWS

The Noyes Fellowship for Latin American pre-doctoral students and recent Ph.D. recipients was awarded to Guadalupe Williams-Linera from the University of Florida at Gainesville, and SONIA ORTEGA from Duke Marine Lab.

Guadalupe Williams has already begun her study on the development of tropical forest edge vegetation and the effect of proximity to the edge on forest structure in the area of Kuna Yala. She will be here until August 1987.

SONIA ORTEGA will be arriving shortly.

LIBRARY NEWS

See listing of new books on the back.
LIBRARY NEWS

New books:

ADVANCES IN ANIMAL CONSERVATION (J.P. Hearne and J.K. Hodges, editors, 1985) QL81.5.A24 STRI

AREAS APPORT PARA EL CULTIVO DEL CHONTADURO EN COLOMBIA (INCIVA, 1980) SB317.P1367 STRI


ECOLOGY AND BIOGEOGRAPHY IN SRI LANKA (C.H. Fernando, editor, 1984) QH183.5.E19 STRI

IN SEARCH OF THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF LIFE (G.N. Ling, 1984) QH631.156 STRI

PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES: A CONSERVATION IMPERATIVE (C.W. Yeatman et al, editors, 1984) SB123.3.P63 STRI


REUNION NACIONAL DE INSTITUCIONES DE ENSEÑANZA FORESTAL: 3a (Reunion Nacional... , 1982) SD282.R44 STRI

EVOLUTION AND ENVIRONMENT IN THE LATE SILURIAN AND EARLY DEVONIAN... (Royal Society (Great Britain), W.G. Chaloner and J.D. Lawson, editors) q0277.R76 STRI


BIOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE EUROPEAN STRATODYMIAE(DIPTERA). (R. Rozkosny, 1982) QL537.84R68 STRI 2 volumes

BONE HUNTERS IN PATAGONIA: NARRATIVE OF THE EXPEDITION(J.B. Hatcher, 1985) QE821.H29 STRI

CASSAVA: NEW POTENTIAL FOR A NEGLECTED CROP (J.Cock, 1985) SB211.C3C56 STRI

CHEMICAL SIGNALS IN VERTEBRATES 3rd INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM...(D.Muller-Schwarze and Robert M. Silverstein, editors, 1983) Q750.148 STRI

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGY (A. Pirson and M.H. Zimmermann, editors, 1986) QK711.2.E5 volume 19 STRIREF

FOREST ECOSYSTEMS: CONCEPTS AND MANAGEMENT (R.H. Waring and W.H. Schlesinger, 1985) QH541.SF6635 STRI

GLOBAL ECOLOGY (C.H. Southwick, editor, 1985) QH541.145.ST84 STRI

HABITAT SELECTION IN BIRDS (M.L. Cody, 1985) QL673.H2 STRI

KUNA GATHERING: CONTEMPORARY VILLAGE POLITICS IN PANAMA (J. Howe, 1986) P1565.2.C8B69 STRI

LIVING CORAL REEFS OF THE WORLD (D. Kuhlmann, 1985) QH95.8K8413 STRI

MASTERING UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY (C. Roessler, 1984) TR800.R59 STRI

OXFORD SURVEYS IN EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY (R. Dawkins and M. Ridley, editors, 1984 - vol.1- ) Q359.098 STRI

PC DOS USER'S GUIDE (C. DeVoney, 1984) QA76.6.D5 STRIREF

THEORIES OF EVOLUTION (H. James Birx, 1984) QN281.B59 STRI


USEFUL PLANTS OF WEST TROPICAL AFRICA (H.M. Burkhill, 1985) 2nd edition QK393.H97g STRI